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This section of Learning Module 6 is designed to be completed in 30 
minutes to 1 hour. 
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In-person training suggestions
The Resilience Module in-person training should take about 1 hours in its 
entirety. This presentation provides the basics of resilience. You may 
want to add or enhance portions with visuals and examples that will 
resonate with your audience. As a reminder, always be sure to include 
appropriate citations when adding resources. Also, you might look to the 
resources and activities sections for additions that may be helpful.

In summary
● This module outlines the basics of resilience 
● It can be adapted to individual contexts
● The training should last about 1 hour for the entire module 

Presenter notes information
Presenter notes are included in the PowerPoint. Background information 
for the presenter is shown as “To Know.” Statements to be shared with 
participants are shown as “To Say.” In some instances, the “To 
Know/To Say” are combined.The presenter notes also include “To Do” 
prompts and cues for “Handouts”.

Additional activities, examples, videos, etc. are being developed. A 
presenter may add material from the resources and activities section on 
the website. 
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Breaks should be inserted at the discretion of the presenter based on the 
needs of participants.
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To Know
These supplies are needed for the Trauma Professional Learning 
Modules.
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To Know
The Participant and Presenter Materials are located on the vtss-ric 
website. 
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To Know
These are the key terms used throughout the module.
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To Know:
VTSS Professional Learning Modules are organized in the same manner. 
All schools can begin their journey with Module 1 which introduces the 
foundational knowledge around trauma and trauma sensitive schools. 
This powerpoint is part of Module 6 that discusses resilience and 
strategies to help students develop resilience. 

To Say:
Welcome to the learning module, “Resilience”. Let’s get started!



To Know: 
Go over the learning intentions targeted for this session

To Say:
During this module we hope you will gain an understanding of the 
importance of resilience, as well as provide strategies to help build 
resilience within your students. 



To Know: Supportive relationships and teaching resilience skills can 
mitigate the effects of ACEs.

To Say: We shouldn’t have a conversation around trauma or adverse 
experiences without mentioning it’s nemesis, Resilience. As cliche as it 
may be, it is still our reality, that Resilience DOES trump ACEs and that 
is the thought we would like to leave everyone with this. While there is a 
plethora of headlines regarding the origins of resilience, we would be 
naive to learn about all of the neuroscience thus far and not recognize 
the role that environment or the Nurture in Nature vs. Nurture plays in 
fostering resilience.
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To Do: Activity - Create a word cloud around “Why do we need 
resilience?” 

To Say: Some other things to consider: Greater resilience leads to 
improved outcomes learning and academic achievement. Resilience is 
related to lower absences from school due to sickness. It contributes to 
reduced risk-taking behaviors including excessive drinking, smoking, and 
use of drugs. Resilience makes us stronger and better able to cope with 
life’s problems. 
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To Know/To Say: These are just some characteristics of resilient 
people. Resilient people believe that the actions they take will affect the 
outcomes of an event. It is important to feel that they have a sense of 
control and the power to make choices. When a problem arises resilient 
people are able to work out a solution that will lead to a safe outcome. 
They are able to calmly and rationally problem solve. Social connectivity 
is key for resilient people. Having people in your corner to offer support 
is a great way to talk about the challenges you are facing, gain 
perspective, and express emotions. Resilient people understand that life 
is full of challenges and they can remain flexible and willing to adapt to 
change. Increasing your resilience takes time and intentionality. 



To Know: This video is under 2 minutes - https://youtu.be/sKpBJjsZ7EE

To Say: This video teaches students how to embody the word resilience 
by teaching them how to bounce back no matter how many times they 
get knocked down. 
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To Know/To Say: Bouncing back is the ability to cope with adversity or 
hardship. Bouncing back means that people can carry on, and even 
flourish, after setbacks. When facing adversity, mental health is going to 
be of the most importance. Having strong resilience makes you likely to 
cope better with challenges that may come your way.
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To Know: This activity can be done with families and school staff

To Do: Have participants work through these questions. 
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To Know: Transition Slide

To Say: We will now explore some specific strategies for fostering 
resilience. 
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To Do: Have participants talk about the question above. 

To Know/To Say:
• Remind children that it’s OK for them to ask for support 
• Brainstorm with them about where and who they can go to when 

they need support
• Talk to children about when they might need support, such as when 

something bad happens, when they’re going through a difficult time, 
or when they need to talk to someone about how they’re feeling

• Explain to children that facing challenges in life can be useful – they 
help us grow as a person and give us knowledge and skills that make 
us better prepared the next time something challenges us

• Provide children with opportunities to practice empathy
• Encourage children while undertaking a challenging task
• Promoting environments that support a child’s sense of belonging
• Brainstorming with children about how they can support their friends 

during a challenging time
• Incorporate mindfulness, breathing activities or other relaxation 

techniques into everyday routines and activities in educational 
settings

• Reading and discussing diverse stories to students about people who 
have overcome difficult situations
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To Know: The 7 Cs are an adaptation from The Positive Youth 
Development movement. Rick Little and colleagues at The International 
Youth Foundation first described the 4 Cs of confidence, competence, 
connection, and character as the key ingredients needed to ensure a 
healthy developmental path. They later added contribution because 
youth with these essential 4 characteristics also contributed to society.  
The additional two C’s – coping and control – allow the model to both 
promote healthy development and prevent risk

To Say: Pediatrician Kenneth Ginsburg developed the 7 Cs model to 
provide a practical approach for families and communities to prepare 
children to thrive.

To Do: Watch video - 7 minutes https://youtu.be/DTmi4kHor_s

Resource: https://youtu.be/DTmi4kHor_s
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To Know: Confidence is the solid belief in one’s own abilities.  
Competence is the ability to handle situations effectively. 

To Say: As educators and families it is important to acknowledge young 
people's achievements but we need to go further and encourage the 
development of personal qualities like integrity, kindness, and fairness. 
Praise is a powerful tool to engage and motivate our children and it is 
even more effective when it is specific feedback. To give behavior 
specific praise, you clearly tell students what they have done correctly. 
You can also use this evidence based strategy at home.

In PBIS (Positive Behavior Intervention Supports), we talk a lot about 
feedback and acknowledgment. When we highlight what young people 
are doing well and give them an opportunity to acquire new skills, they 
start to feel competent. As families, it is sometimes hard when we see 
our children failing at something. We undermine competence when we 
prevent young people from trying new things or recovering on their own 
when they fail at something. We want to focus on strengths but also let 
them learn from their mistakes. It is helpful in the classroom to break 
lessons into chunks so that students have an opportunity to understand 
and practice what they are learning. We also want them to feel some 
ownership over this learning.
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It is also important for us to help our student develop skills to maintain a 
positive self-image. To begin with, it is important to help them set goals. 
Setting goals and achieving them gives a sense of accomplishment, 
competence, hope, and confidence. Students can practice setting personal 
goals, contribution or service oriented goals, and collective goals. 
Collective goals allow groups of students to work together and build a 
sense of accomplishment through community.
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To Know/To Say: Being strength-based suggests that the way we 
interact and respond to children is rooted in the way we view them.When 
focusing on building resilience we must maintain a positive focus even 
when children are difficult for us to understand. When children exhibit 
challenging behaviors, deficit mindsets are more prevalent. Some 
examples of this would be:

Deficit-Based Thinking

● What’s wrong with him?
● Look at her behavior.
● That student doesn’t even want my help.
● Punishment will get his attention.

Strength-Based Thinking

● What’s right with him?
● I wonder what is making her act that way?
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● Caring people will get their attention.
● If we give him a chance, he could go far!
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To Know: This video is 2.14 minutes. https://youtu.be/M1CHPnZfFmU

To Say: Carol Dwek (2015) urges teachers to ask students to reflect on 
personal growth often. She recommends the following statements and 
questions for teachers to ask students:

● You can control your thoughts. If you use them in the right way, 
you can strengthen your mind.

● Wow, that was a really good grade. You must have worked really 
hard to be able to achieve it.

● What have you learned today?
● What is a mistake today that you learned from?
● What were you persistent at today?
● What can you learn from this?
● What will you do the next time you are in this situation?
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To Know/To Say: When working with our students and helping them to 
shift their mindsets we need them to understand that things don’t 
always work out the way they planned it. Look at Michael Jordan. After 
being cut from his high school basketball team, he went home, locked 
himself in his room and cried. Walt Disney was fired from a newspaper 
because they felt he lacked imagination and originality. Oprah was 
demoted as news anchor because they felt she wasn't fit for television. 
This is a great example of three people who overcame adversity and 
went on to become incredibly successful. 
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To Know: This video is 2 minutes. https://youtu.be/oCnZu8sqWhA

To Say: Research has demonstrated that having the mindset that you 
are either smart or not smart has negative consequences for student 
learning. A powerful way that you can intervene is by being cautious on 
how you use give praise. Offering praise for effort or work can help to 
alter a students mindset so that they can begin to view their own 
intelligence as something that can be developed. This change in mindset 
also helps increase a students ability to “bounce back” in the face of 
setbacks. Behavior specific praise is a low intensity strategy that help to 
reinforce everything we just discussed. This occurs when you observe a 
particular behavior and compliment the student for this behavior. This 
video is a great example of behavior specific praise at the secondary 
level.
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To Know/To Say: In order to build resiliency, it is important to stay 
connected to others. When a person experiences trauma, a key to 
healing and building resilience is connection. Children with close ties to 
friends, family, and their community are likely to have a stronger sense 
of belonging. This helps us understand that we are all human and can 
share experiences. It also allows us to contribute to others with acts of 
services. When students demonstrate service they begin to understand 
the joy that comes from giving. Finally, it is important that we model and 
teach vulnerability. It is ok to need and ask for help and it is essential we 
teach our student to do that. 
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To Know/To Say: Children need a sense of right and wrong to ensure 
that they are prepared to contribute to the world. When children are able 
to contribute to the world they live in it gives them a sense of purpose 
and motivates them to improve the world we live in. 
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To Know: This video is 3 minutes https://youtu.be/KZBTYViDPlQ

To Say: Research supports that empathy training to enhance empathic 
feelings and understanding and increase pro-social behaviors is effective. 
One way in which you can do this is by teaching children what empathy 
is and how to recognize different emotions in themselves and others. 
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To Know/To Say: As adults, we understand the importance of 
managing stress. As educators, it is up to us to help teach our students 
the importance of managing their stress as well. We have included a 
variety of strategies throughout the previous modules so we will cover 
only a few today. Helping students understand that they have to make 
their own self-care a priority is extremely important. Self-compassion 
increases your well being and therefore helps to build resilience to stress 
and trauma. It’s ok to treat yourself with the same care and kindness 
you would treat someone else going through difficult times. To practice 
self-compassion we can help students be aware of how we talk to 
ourselves, how we are celebrating ourselves and are strengths and how 
are we encouraging ourselves.

We have included three links with specific strategies related to 
meditation, breathing, and relaxation below. Practicing mindfulness 
offers techniques of dealing with negative emotions. It helps us work 
through these emotions deliberately. The Body Scan is a very effective 
technique in calming our negative thoughts. Mindful breathing is a great 
way to bring attention to the physical sensations of the breath. Guided 
imagery uses all of your senses. You can imagine you are in a forest 
surrounded by trees and the birds.

To Do:  You can click on the links to explore the strategies.
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To Know/To Say: Mindfulness is basically being attentive to the present 
moment, seeing what is happening 
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To Know/To Say: As students gain confidence in the previously 
mentioned skills, their confidence will grow. As they develop confidence, 
they will be more likely to demonstrate resilience or perseverance in the 
face of adversity. Here are four beliefs that help students persevere. 
Keep these in mind as you consider implementation of any of the skills 
we have covered so far. I belong in this academic community. My ability 
and competence grow with my effort. I can succeed at this. This work 
has value for me. As a reminder, when students learn to adopt these 
beliefs, their ability to persevere grows. They gain confidence and are 
more likely to exhibit resilience during tough times.
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To Know/To Say:  This slide illustrates the collective efforts we feel are 
necessary to help students overcome trauma, demonstrate resilience, 
and succeed physically, emotionally, socially and academically in the 
school setting. 
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To Know: Action planning supports engagement in the work and next 
steps

To Say: 
We’ve now completed the module “Resilience”.  This your time to pause 
and reflect on the “how”. Are you ready to engage in the work? How will 
you begin implementation of the work? Please fill this in on your action 
plan under objectives and action planning.
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